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Date: July 30 2008 
From:  ATLAS Computing Management 
To:  Bernd Panzer-Steindel (CERN-IT) 
Cc: Ian Bird (WLCG) 
Subject:  User Space at CERN 

 
 
 
Dear Bernd, 
 
ATLAS urgently needs disk space at CERN for its users before data taking starts and analysis will become one of our 
most important activities. ATLAS users are in principle all ATLAS people that have an account at CERN although we 
expect that only a subset of those (order 200 people) will actively do analysis at CERN.  
 
Currently we use the default pool for such users but experience has shown that this is not a scalable solution. The default 
pool is unlimited in size because it has a tape backend. Already we have written 1.3 PByte of data to tape that way without 
the analysis activity really started. This by itself is already much more than our tape allocation for 2008. Also users tend to 
create small files and tapes are very inefficient in handling those. Moreover the tapes are a shared resource and during 
data taking the use of tapes in this pool are in competition with the use of tapes by the T0. So this is an un-maintainable 
situation and we must move away from it before data taking starts and analysis takes on. 
 
As a matter of principle ATLAS users should have no access to tapes neither for reading nor for writing. If they absolutely 
need a file for which the only copy is on tape they can use a service that we will set up to get files from tape but through 
the ATLAS DDM. Similarly we will provide an archive service. However direct use of tapes by users must be excluded. So 
for the ATLAS users at CERN we need storage space which is disk-only. To avoid that aggressive users (and we have 
quite a few of those) use much more space than average we absolutely need user quota.  
 
The change over from the default pool to this new disk pool will take some time and physics with beams is expected in 
October. This means we need to have this new set up in place early September. 
 
 
For the ATLAS management, 
Dario Barberis (Computing Coordinator) 
Kors Bos (ATLAS Distributed Computing) 
 

Cc: Peter Jenni, Fabiola Gianotti 
 


